FTP Software, Inc., headquartered in N. Andover, MA, is one of the nation’s leading and fastest growing producers of TCP/IP networking software for IBM PC’s and compatibles. We service customers worldwide and are currently expanding our product and service offerings. We currently are looking for MIT college graduates who are looking to start upon graduation from MIT.

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS WANTED!

Multiple openings exist for entry level software engineers to develop open networking technologies for desktop systems. Technologies under development includes Network File Systems, Kerberos V5, Network Software Distribution, Resource Discovery, TCP/IP stacks, and Name Services. To qualify you need a computer science background with communications and/or distributed systems background is required. Exposure to Project Athena or DCE technologies helpful. Some exposure to Microsoft environments would be helpful (NT, Windows, DOS).

FTP Software will be on campus:
MARCH 31, from 8:30 – 5:00
in the Career Services Center. If you’re interested please set up your appointment immediately.

Russian Hockey Gets Ready for Olympics

Hockey, from Page 1
as a turning point in the popularity of the sport since they will feature the first Olympic Medal competition in women’s hockey.

“The Olympics will be to women’s hockey what Nadia [Comenici] was to gymnastics,” Ashmun predicted.

Event presents rare opportunity
Ashmun described the event as a unique opportunity for both spectators and the team itself.

For audience members, the games present a chance for the Russian team to acquire much needed equipment through donations. “Some of the players we saw in Russia cannot get any equipment,” Ashmun said. “A lot of the women were not wearing adequate equipment.”

In order to alleviate some of the financial burdens placed on the team, the Women’s Ice Hockey Fund has been working to provide access to rinks, housing, food, transportation, and translators for the team members. “They are coming here totally in trust that we will be able to house them, feed them, and transport them,” Ashmun said. “It takes a lot of courage to have them come over here and have that much trust in us.”

The team is comprised of 22 of the best women hockey players in Russia, ranging from 15 to 32 years old. The team members were selected during the New Year’s Eve Tournament in St. Petersburg.

In particular, Ashmun cited Ekaterina Pushkarevich, a center from Moscow, and Maria Eorovska, a 15-year-old who is going to play in the world championships, as two of the team’s dominant players.

Women’s hockey is a game of finesse, Ashmun said. “And the Russians are the ultimate in finesse.”

Man Found Lurking
In Women’s Restrooms

By Hyn Soo Kim

Since Monday, there have been three reports of a man lurking in women’s restrooms, according to a bulletin released by the Campus Police. These incidents occurred between 2 to 3:30 p.m. on the third floor of building 4, the first floor of building 66, and the fourth floor of building 16.

In each incident, the victims said that the suspect was already present or in a stall as they entered the restroom. In one case, the suspect “kicked down in front of an occupied stall, and exposed himself,” according to the bulletin.

The suspect fled quickly in every incident without causing any physical injuries to the woman.

The suspect is described by the victims as a white male, approximately 5’ 11”, 160 pounds, in his early twenties, with dark wavy hair, and wearing blue jeans and worn boat or dock shoes.

The Campus Police recommend leaving the restroom immediately if a man is seen in the premises.
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